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No, I’m not just talking about 
bighorns, wapiti and deer. I’m 
talking about the “it” factor that 
Backcountry Hunters & Anglers 

possesses. It’s a bit hard to characterize, but I 
liken it to undeniable energy. 

The word “energy” is interesting. A 
quick interweb search brings up a few phras-
es that embody BHA: “The capacity for work 
or vigorous activity.”  This starts afield in the 
backcountry. Anyone who has ventured into the wild understands 
the toils and rewards only it can provide. We then translate this 
energy to our policy work with strength.

“Vitality and intensity of expression.”  
One of the reasons BHA is so effective on 
policy, from local game commissions to 
D.C., is the passion our members exude 
for the resource. Not only do we have 
deep-seated knowledge of the lands we 
traverse, but we also have an energy to 
protect and enhance them for future gener-
ations. As my good friend Bill Hanlon told 
over 100 folks who were enraptured by his 
talk on the 500-year-old man, “I’m a part 
of BHA because we are hunters of good 
heart and spirit.”   

“A nonphysical force or quality perceived as inhering in a 
particular place, person or situation.” For anyone who was at our 
Rendezvous in Spokane, you felt it. The place, a hotel along the 
Spokane River teeming with geese and marmots beside a raging 
set of waterfalls. If we had to be inside, this was the place to do 
it. The people, folks came from California to Maine, 11 friends 
from British Columbia, and a great core from the host state of 
Washington. In all, over 250 dedicated souls traveled to the Ren-
dezvous. A true rendezvous atmosphere was ever present, harken-
ing back to the age of trappers and mountain men. For many, this 
is the only time we see each other, and the energy is palpable.

No matter how you define “energy,” we have it. Take, for 
instance, Steven Rinella’s generosity in donating the rifle he used 
in the first two seasons of “MeatEater” to BHA for auction at 
the Rendezvous. As soon as he posted it on Facebook, Weath-

erby stepped in and donated a gun to the cause as well. We were 
introduced to Adipose Boatworks, based in Helena, Montana, 
just weeks before the Rendezvous, and they ended up donating 
a sweet drift boat and trailer. When people find out what we are 

doing and the sportsmen’s and -women’s 
conservation movement we are energizing, 
they want to get involved. BHA is the pro-
verbial snowball rolling down a hill. 

On Friday night of the Rendezvous we 
wished conservation icon Jim Poswewitz 
happy birthday in front of 350 men and 
women, young and old. I can only specu-
late at what Jim was thinking as he looked 
out over the sea of people as they sere-
naded him and celebrated his lifetime of 
contributions to conservation. His beaming 
smile said it all: His legacy is safe. 

The threats today are nothing new to Jim. The same robber 
barons who have been trying to steal our heritage for short-term 
gains since Roosevelt’s time are as active today as ever. As he 
looked out over the crowd he saw dedicated soldiers up for a 
fight. We must uphold his and countless others’ legacies. I’m 
confident that BHA is up to the task. To that end, thank you for 
all that you do. I couldn’t think of a better group of people to be 
in the arena with!  

Onward and Upward, 

Land Tawney

Read more about what a kick-ass time the Rendezvous was on 
pgs 10-12 and 37! Next year’s rendezvous will take place in 
Missoula, Montana, from March 31 to April 3, 2016. Be there!

We’ve 
Got 

Game

Anyone who has ventured 
into the wild understands 
the toils and rewards only 

it can provide. We then 
translate this energy to our 
policy work with strength.
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Some eager Backcountry Brewfest revelers fight for one of the BHA hats Land threw from the stage.
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Changing of the Guard 
BHA recently announced several changes to its national board 

of directors and staff.  
At its meeting at the National Rendezvous in Spokane, Wash., 

the BHA national board voted to add T. Edward Nickens, Mike 
Schoby and Dan Martel to its ranks.  

Nickens writes for some of the world’s most respected pub-
lications, including Field & Stream, Smithsonian, National 
Geographic Adventure, Men’s Journal, Garden & Gun, Shooting 
Sportsman and Sporting Classics. He has served as host, writer 
and field producer for Field & Stream’s TV shows The Gun Nuts 
and The Total Outdoorsman Challenge and the Heroes of Conser-
vation webisode series. 

Schoby is editor in chief of Petersen’s Hunting, author of five 
books and active in TV hosting and production. His show Border 
to Border is a hunting quest focused entirely on public lands. 
Mike started hunting when he was 8 and since has hunted all six 
huntable continents, 35 or so states and six African countries. 

Martel grew up hunting and fishing in rural North Dakota. 
After obtaining degrees in computer science and accounting, he 
relocated to Colorado. At age 48 he left his career in software 
development to volunteer his skills to wildlife, wild places and 
groups such as BHA. 

Coinciding with these additions are the departures of two long-
time board members: Mike Beagle and David Lien.

BHA co-founder Beagle, of Oregon, is stepping down from the 

board after 11 years, including six as chair. “Mike had the vision 
and energy to foster Backcountry Hunters & Anglers to the roar-
ing fire it is today,” said BHA Co-chair Ben Long. “Without Mike 
there would be no BHA. We are grateful for Mike’s leadership 
and friendship.” 

Lien, of Colorado, is leaving the BHA board following eight 
years of service. “No one has put more energy into BHA than 
David – in his home state of Minnesota, in his adopted home of 
Colorado and nationally,” Long said. “David’s mountaineering 
boots will be tough to fill.”

BHA hired John Gale, a former national board member, as 
conservation director and Katie McKalip as communications 
director. A fifth-generation Idahoan who grew up hunting and 
fishing the backcountry, Gale has a B.S. from the University of 
Idaho and has worked as a river guide and ranger. He comes to 
BHA after nine years at the National Wildlife Federation. 

McKalip joins BHA from the Theodore Roosevelt Conserva-
tion Partnership. She has degrees from the University of Montana 
and the College of William & Mary and serves on the board of 
the Outdoor Writers Association of America. 

Meanwhile, Holly Endersby, longtime BHA conservation 
director, will be narrowing her focus to the Clearwater Basin Col-
laborative in Idaho – and spending more time with her grandkids 
and pursuing elk and trout.  

These changes cap a period of unprecedented growth for BHA, 
which over the past 18 months has seen membership numbers 
more than double and accumulated a string of successes in sup-
port of North America’s public lands and outdoor traditions. 
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Taku River Valley
Chris Miller photo
Graphic courtesy of 
Salmon Beyond Borders

Southeast Alaska-British Columbia
Transboundary Region
By Morgan Sparks

Your Backcountry

On Aug. 5, 2014, 6.6 billion 
gallons of toxic mine tailings 
sluiced down into the headwaters 
of one of the Fraser River’s rich-

est sockeye salmon migratory routes. Mt. 
Polley Mine, until that point, was held up 
as the industry standard – a shining exam-
ple of how large-scale mining can coexist 
with the environment. Instead it proved the 
opposing standard, that no large-scale mine 
in history has operated without tremendous 
impact on sustainable natural resources and 
the world around it.

Now history looks to repeat itself with a 
suite of mines in one of the last untouched 
wildernesses of North America.

The Transboundary Region collectively 
refers to the mostly uninhabited area of 
northwestern British Columbia, south-
western Yukon and southeastern Alaska. 
The region is expansive, roughly covering 
an area the size of Maine, and is termed 
“transboundary” because of the many large 
rivers originating in Canada but flowing 
to the ocean in Alaska. The three primary 
watersheds of the region are the Stikine, 
Taku and Unuk rivers.

As nearly untouched watersheds, these 
rivers support gigantic runs of all five 
species of Pacific salmon and numerous 
anadromous and resident trout and char 
species. The area contains several famous, 
fly-in steelhead streams. Apart from being 
important highways for marine nutrients 
to reach the interior via salmon, they’re 
also important habitat corridors for land 
animals, like moose, Dall sheep and car-
ibou, in this highly glaciated region, says 
Brian Logan, the Tongass National Forest 
wildlife program leader.

“When I first went up the Stikine I 
thought, man, this is one of the most beau-
tiful places I’ve ever been in the world, if 
not the most beautiful,” he said. “The boat 
operator said, ‘You know, John Muir said 
the same thing.’ That tells you something.”

Potentially threatening the area are 21 
mines either under construction or in the 
final exploratory stages in the region, 

according to data published by the South-
east Alaska Conservation Council. The 
Canadian government, on a deregulatory 
binge that has reversed past environmen-
tal legislation and even allowed resource 
extraction in provincial and national parks, 
now is seeking to fast track these enor-
mous projects. The largest and perhaps 
most daunting of the mines is the Kerr-Sul-
phurets-Mitchell Mine. The proposed KSM 
Mine would be an open pit, cyanide leach, 
valley floor mine, often compared to the 
proposed Pebble Mine in Bristol Bay, Alas-
ka. The way these mines generally operate, 
the desired metal makes up about 1 percent 
of materials mined for copper and less for 
gold. So for every ton of copper that they 
extract, 99 tons of toxic waste tailing and 
acid rock also are produced, which must be 
stored in perpetuity.

Based on SEACC’s data, the KSM mine 
would produce approximately 1.62 billion 
tons of tailings, which would be held by 
two earthen dams both larger than Hoover 
Dam. The tailings would be stored on a 
tributary of the Unuk River, one of South-
east Alaska’s top salmon producers, just 19 
miles from the U.S. border.

“The regulatory process doesn’t grasp 
that they’re essentially putting large, 
toxic, environmental time bombs up in the 
headwaters of some of the most productive 
salmon rivers on earth,” said Chris Zim-
mer, Alaska campaign director for Rivers 
Without Borders. “For this to actually 
work, everything has to go right at these 
mines forever.”

Disproportionately, the waste from these 
processes detrimentally affects aquatic 
organisms. Copper binds to respiratory and 
sensory systems of fish and invertebrates, 
causing death or disruption. Other waste 
includes arsenic, lead and zinc as well as 
the general degradation of water quality by 
greatly increasing acidity.

On top of the potential release of toxic 
mess, large-scale development in this re-
gion also means accessory projects such as 
a 195 megawatt hydroelectric dam on the 

Iskut River (Stikine watershed), as well as 
the creation of roads and ports where there 
have never been any previously.  

According to an economic assessment 
commissioned by Trout Unlimited, a $1 
billion-per-year fishery could be put at risk 
by these mines, including commercial, 
sport and tribal. Any loss of to the fishery 
is a shared fear for Jennifer Hanlon, the 
environmental specialist for the Central 
Council of the Tlingit and Haida Tribes of 
Alaska, and Heather Hardcastle, a com-
mercial fisherman and Trout Unlimited 
representative.

“From a tribal standpoint, this is not just 
a food security issue; it’s also about pro-
tecting our cultural identity that is so de-
pendent on maintaining a delicate balance 
and relationship to the land,” Hanlon said.

Those fighting the mine projects, and 
the Alaska congressional delegation have 
pressured Secretary of State Kerry to work 
with Canada under the  Boundary Waters 
Treaty, which successfully halted a mine 
on the North Fork Flathead River on the 
British Columbia-Montana border. Their 
goal is the creation of an International Joint 
Commission to look at the issue holis-
tically and long-term, as opposed to the 
project-by-project, shortsighted way that 
Canada currently manages mines.  

This goal remains out of grasp, with 
little cooperation coming from either 
government. Still, many remain hopeful, 
including Hardcastle, who offered her fa-
ther’s words, “When considering a certain 
activity, look through the lens of salmon. 
If it’s good for salmon, chances are the 
proposed action is also going to be good 
for the economy, good for the environment 
and good for social welfare.”

Morgan married his wife, Melissa, last 
summer and promptly moved to Fairbanks, 
Alaska, to pursue his graduate degree in 
fisheries biology. His views here are his 
own and do not represent any academic 
or scientific institution with which he is 
associated. He is a BHA member. 
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Selfie by: Lou Bahin, BHA Life Member
State: Montana Method: Fly rod Species: 

Westslope cutthroat Distance from nearest 
road: One mile Transportation:  Foot

Hunters: Matt (23), Gene (77) and Mark Faroni (54)
Three generations of Faroni BHAers, left to right
State: Montana Method: Rifle Species: Elk
Distance from nearest road: Three miles
Transportation: Foot/packframe

Hunter: Dillon Bixler (12) Mentor: Mark Caywood, 
BHA Member State: Idaho Method: Rifle Species: 

Mule deer Distance from nearest road: Six miles 
Transportation: Foot/backpack

Angler: Hillary Hutcheson, BHA Member
State: Montana Method: Fly rod Species: Westslope 
cutthroat trout Distance from nearest road: Five 
miles Transportation: Foot

Backcountry Bragboard

Thanks, everyone, for sharing! Submit photos and relevant 
stats of your backcountry hunting and fishing accomplish-

ments to sam@backcountryhunters.org for a
 chance to have your face in Backcountry Journal.



Protect the Backcountry
...for Life.

Join today as a BHA Lifetime Member and 
choose one of these great gifts!

Backcountry Hunters & Anglers is proud to offer an extraordinary members-only opportunity. For a limit-
ed time, receive a FREE Seek Outside tent or Kimber firearm with your BHA Life Membership commitment. 
There is no better time to act! Become a leading contributor in a community of like-minded sportsmen 
and women who truly value the solitude, challenge and freedom of the backcountry experience. Help us 
protect and promote our legacy.  Hurry, this exclusive offer is only valid through Dec. 31, 2015. 

THREE GREAT OPTIONS WITH THREE GREAT GIFTS!
#1) Join for $2,500 and get a Seek Outside 12-man Tipi Tent with liner and XXL stove (MSRP $2135)
or Kimber Mountain Ascent Rifle in .308 Win, .270 Win, .280 Ackley Improved or .30-06 Spfld (MSRP $2040)

#2) Join for $1,500 and get a 6-man Tipi with liner, large stove and car-
bon pole (MSRP $1494) or a Kimber Stainless II .45 pistol (MSRP $998)

#3) Join for $1,000 and get a Seek Outside Cimarron Tent Bundle – me-
dium stove and 6.5-foot stovepipe, nest and stovejack installed (MSRP 
$1029) or Kimber Micro Carry .380 pistol (MSRP $651)

IN ADDITION YOU WILL RECEIVE:
• Subscription to the quarterly Backcountry Journal magazine
• Recognition in the Backcountry Journal
• Assurance that your dollars are helping to conserve valued
backcountry hunting and fishing traditions
Call Drew, our membership coordinator, today! (406) 370-4325 

Welcome New Life Members!
Jenny Blaylock & Fam.
Rod Bremer
Ryan Callaghan
David Cornet
Dave & Nancy Doran
Dustin Feher
David Garman
Chris Grove

Mark Hirvonen
Ryan K. Huckeby
Taylor Huff
Tim Johnson & Family
Lee Kies
Ted Koch
Michael Koeppen
Joe Kotlarz

Janet Marschner
Bob Mason
James Monteith
Mike O’Neill
Jim Posewitz
Nathan Pugel
Jacob Scharp
Michael Serdynski

Matt Shaffer
Brian Taggart
Land Tawney
John & Barbe Turner
Michael Verville
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Jason Franklin
Alaska BHA Member

BHA: Where are you from and what brought you to Alaska?
Jason: I’m originally from Guilford, Vermont. I grew up on 

a dairy farm, went logging professionally after that for about 12 
years. Then I kind of took a hiatus, did a NOLS outdoor educator 
semester out West. And that just opened up the world for me. I 
went back home and logged for another year and decided it was 
time to go exploring.

I knew one person in Alaska. I was going someplace up 
there; I didn’t know where. I sold everything for the most part 
that wasn’t outdoor related and didn’t fit in my truck, cashed my 
retirement and drove to Alaska. That was a couple years ago. 
Started hitting up jobs on Craigslist and got a job doing con-
struction. I spend as much time out in the mountains hunting as 
possible. 

How did you get into hunting?
Actually my grandfather was the only person in my family 

who hunted, and he was an upland bird hunter. Back in the north-
east there were only woodcock and grouse. From the time I was 
7 or 8, all I ever wanted to do was to chase four-legged animals. 
And that has pretty much driven my life. Back East, there’s a fair 
bit of opportunity; it’s not the best hunting but there’s whitetails, 
bear, moose, shed hunting. That’s part of 
why I went into logging. You’re in that 
world every day. I probably spent 80 to 100 
days a year hunting, shed hunting, scouting, 
hanging stands. It was a really good fit for 
a long time.

What is you favorite species to hunt?
I came up here to hunt sheep. That’s 

always been a personal dream, to kill a big 
ram, especially a Dall. It helps that you can 
still do an over-the-counter tag here. That’s 
a big deal. I said, well, I’m never going to 
pay a guide for that, so I better do this now while there’s still an 
opportunity.

How did you hear about BHA?
Actually, Instagram. It’s the only social medium that I do. I 

was doing some Instagram trolling and saw this guy who had this 
sticker and he said “finally joined.” And I was like, what? Back-
country Hunters & Anglers? I’d never heard of that. So I looked 
into it and thought it looked like a really solid organization. I’d 
never seen one like it. I just joined in December, just when I 
saw it. Everything so far has been really impressive. Even in the 
Northeast, I hunted public land and I always kind of knew that I 
wanted to give back to the outdoor community in some way. If I 
didn’t have the outdoors I don’t where I’d be. I’d probably be a 
loser, quite honestly.

It’s a cool group of people and an awesome way to hunt. It’s 
been awesome to change my eye as a predator and as a person 

and the different feelings you have out in the field in pursuit of 
an animal in big country. It’s challenged me in ways that I hadn’t 
been challenged yet, as a hunter and as a person. That’s what 
BHA is all about, that emotional balance you find in the outdoors. 

What was your take-home from the Rendezvous?
To stay involved. For me personally, I’ve never really joined 

anything else, but don’t just join this and pay 25 bucks a year and 
not do anything. Twenty-five dollars and a sticker on the back 
window doesn’t really help BHA’s cause. Stay involved, stay 
informed. I’m a more motivated outdoorsman after that. I want to 
spread the right kind of word. 

I need to do even more to inform 
myself about issues and potential issues. 
That’s my personal goal with BHA as I 
move forward. I don’t want to be that her-
mit who’s ill-informed or hears one piece 
of something from somebody and all of a 
sudden it’s fact.

How do you plan on getting 
involved?

Alaska [Department of] Fish and 
Game is asking for BHA’s opinion on 
sheep issues, and we’re going to form 

a sheep management committee. I’ve been asked to be on that 
when it forms. No, I don’t have the most experience with sheep, 
but I know a lot of sheep hunters and shot some sheep myself. 
Let’s talk to some biologists, let’s talk to hunters and put it all 
together. It’s really exciting for me to be a part of that. People 
I’m going to meet and talk to and the knowledge gained, it’s an 
exciting prospect. 

That’s our struggle in Alaska: A. How do we get members? 
and B. How do we join together with such differences, and what 
do we do once we get together? It’s weird; I’ve met a bunch of 
sheep hunters, and I feel like if I go around piping about BHA, 
they’re not going to dig that too much. We need to build some-
thing here first, instead of just saying “join this cool organization 
that does stuff.” 

Interview by Sam Lungren

Faces of BHa

Twenty-five dollars and 
a sticker on the back 
window doesn’t really 
help BHA’s cause. Stay 

involved, stay informed. 
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News

Sometimes, the best moments occur off the script.
This is true in the wild. It was also true at the 

2015 North American Backcountry Hunters & Anglers 
Rendezvous in Spokane, where hundreds of BHA 

supporters enjoyed inspiring speeches, informative seminars and 
cold beers.  

Bill Hanlon, BHA leader from British Columbia, held a 
packed room spellbound for more than an hour as he recounted a 
North Country sheep hunt – including the surprise discovery of a 
500-year-old aboriginal hunter melting out of a side of a glacier. 
While few of us make that kind of contribution to archaeology, 
Hanlon’s discovery is the kind of surprise that makes backcountry 
travel so rewarding.

Another, smaller surprise came that evening. I was chatting 
with another BHA member in the lobby of the Red Lion Con-
ference Center. A group of 8th-grade girls wandered through 
and looked at the boat and gear on display. From their matching 
sweatshirts, I could tell they were visiting Spokane from their 
rural hometown in Skagit County, Washington, for a basketball 
tournament and were killing time between games.

The boldest of them asked me if this was a group of hunters, 
and I told them it was. Frankly, I did not anticipate a positive 
response.

“Can someone tell us a hunting story?” she asked.
“Heck yes,” I said, and then ran and grabbed Hanlon. For 

the next 20 minutes, Hanlon had the girls spellbound. This time, 
he told them the story of how he and his daughter had packed 
into the Canadian Rockies, with dogs and horses, to hunt elk. He 
recounted the adventure in fine detail, then showed photos on his 
cell phone.

When he finished, the girls all gave him high-fives and 
returned to their lives.

It was a magic moment in its own right.
Another Rendezvous moment came in another packed 

seminar, involving five skilled and enthusiastic outdoors women, 
moderated by Rachel VandeVoort, of Montana. The four panelists 
shared several common threads: a love of nature, a feeling of 
independence and empowerment, a connection with friends and 
family, and the satisfaction of securing healthy food. And they all 

seemed to hate pink camo and detest being condescended to.
Women are the largest growing segment of hunters and 

anglers, even though they remain a relatively small proportion of 
the hunting populace. BHA tries to be as welcoming as we can to 
all kinds of outdoors people, regardless of gender.

In the so-called hunting “industry,” there is almost a sense 
of panic about the dwindling numbers of hunters in American 
culture. As we grow more urbanized, the numbers of hunters and 
anglers declines. That’s bad news for conservation, since hunters 
fund and politically support many conservation efforts.

Unfortunately, the “industry” too often responds by lowering 
the bar for hunting, focusing more on technology that makes kill-
ing easier and less on the woodcraft and skill that make outdoor 
pursuits rewarding.

Rendezvous keynote speaker Randy Newberg had some 
thoughts on that, as we shared drinks after dinner. 

“We have a bunch of TV shows that depict hunting as sitting 
in a bunker, waiting for a deer to come out and eat from a feeder, 
then someone shoots it. We show this to the kids, and then we 
wonder why they would rather spend their time on their Xbox?”

Newberg produces his own television program, Fresh Tracks 
with Randy Newberg. Randy focuses on DIY, public lands hunts. 
The land is as much a character of those shows as any person on 
camera. Sometimes Randy’s hunts are successful; sometimes he 
gets skunked. But his senses of fun and adventure are contagious; 
as is his passion for conservation.

At the end of the day, it was abundantly clear what made 
Hanlon, Newberg, VandeVoort and the other participants so excit-
ed about BHA and the backcountry: The sense of adventure and 
empowerment, the connection to nature, the food and camarade-
rie of the outdoor life. If we want our wild lands and pastimes to 
live on, those are the values we should focus on.

After spending the weekend with those BHA members – and 
with those 8th-grade basketball-loving girls from Skagit County,  
I felt the backcountry’s future was bright indeed.

 
Ben Long is co-chairman of Backcountry Hunters & Anglers. He 
lives in Kalispell, Montana.

Rendezvous Recap
By Ben Long
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Land Tawney introduces Randy Newberg, host of the TV show Fresh Tracks 
with Randy Newberg, before Randy’s keynote speech at the banquet. 

Rachel VandeVoort of Kimber Mfg. whips up a streamer 
made solely of Kimber catalog paper.

BHA members and non-members alike packed out the Skyline Lounge
at the Red Lion for the Backcountry Brewfest Friday night.

BHA raffled off a beautiful 16-foot drift boat from Adipose 
Boatworks. It adorned the hotel foyer for the weekend.
 Photos by Sam Lungren

Blake Fischer presents to Ryan Callaghan and 
First Lite the Larry Fischer Award in honor of 
his late father, a BHA national board member.

Legendary conservationist Jim 
Posewitz celebrated his 80th 
birthday at the Brewfest Friday 
night. 

National Board Co-Chair Joel 
Webster gets seductive with 
the Kimber rifle raffle.
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Thank You  TO ALL WHO HAVE SPONSORED 
& SUPPORTED THE 4TH ANNUAL RENDEZVOUS!

ALASKA BHA 

BRITISH COLUMBIA BHA 

CAMP CHEF 

COLORADO BHA 

DEAN DIGIDIO, REI 

JOHN GALE 

HERITAGE TIMBER 

IDAHO BHA 

INNOVATIVE NATURAL  
RESOURCE SOLUTIONS, LLC 

IRISH SETTER BOOTS 

KALISPELL TRIBE 

KENETREK 

KISS-N-RELEASE® 

MONTANA BHA 

MONTANA SCABBARDS 

MOUNTAIN GEAR 

NEVADA BHA 

NEW ENGLAND BHA 

NRS 

TRIPLE-M-OUTFITTERS 

WOOLRICH 

WOODINVILLE WHISKEY COMPANY 

UTAH BHA

ADIPOSE BOATWORKS
ALASKA BHA 

BRITISH COLUMBIA BHA 
BUCK KNIVES
CAMP CHEF 

COLORADO BHA 
DEAN DIGIDIO, REI 

DRY FLY DISTILLERY 
HERITAGE TIMBER 

IDAHO BHA 
INNOVATIVE NATURAL

 RESOURCE SOLUTIONS, LLC
IRISH SETTER BOOTS 

KALISPELL TRIBE 

KENETREK BOOTS
KISS-N-RELEASE

KRYPTEK
MISSOULA FISHING COMPANY

MONTANA BHA 
MONTANA SCABBARDS 

MOUNTAIN GEAR 
NEVADA BHA 

NEW ENGLAND BHA 
NRS 

OLD SOUL ARCHERY
ONXMAPS

RANDY NEWBERG
REP YOUR WATER

STEVEN RINELLA
SPOKANE WOMEN ON THE FLY
SPORTSMAN’S WAREHOUSE

TRIPLE-M-OUTFITTERS 
TWISTED STAVE MEDIA

UNIFIRE
UTAH BHA

VORTEX OPTICS
WASHINGTON BHA

WOODINVILLE WHISKEY COMPANY 
WOOLRICH 

ZEISS OPTICS

Thank You TO ALL THE GENEROUS PEOPLE AND 
BUSINESSES WHO SPONSORED THE 2015 NORTH AMERICAN RENDEZVOUS!
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Story Contest! Go on an adventure with your parents 
or take a walk in the woods. Write about 
your experience. What happened? What 

did you see? What did you hear? How did 
it make you feel?

Stories can be up to 300 words. 
Submit with a picture or a drawing (not required) to 
caitlin@backcountryhunters.org. Every entry wins a 

CRKT Wooden Knife Kit (pictured above).
The Grand Prize Winner will be chosen by the BHA 

staff. The winning story will be published in Backcountry 
Journal, and the winner will recieve a $40 prize and five 

wooden knife kits for their friends!

(Entrants must be 14 and under)

Five of Earth’s great trout rivers flow 
through our mountain town. It’s why 

our first, second and third love are 
fishing, fishing and, well, fishing.

missoulafishingcompany.com
406-544-5208

Missoula. 
The perfect 

fishing town.

kid’s corner

Chris Chapman photo
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OPinion

Back in the 1980s, I worked for a distribution company 
in Connecticut that sold specialty building products. 
We sold, among other things, western red cedar and 
Douglas fir. Shortly after I started with the company I 

began hearing about a battle raging out West that pitted loggers 
against environmentalists, clear-cutting against preserving old 
growth. And at the center of it all was a fragile little bird called 
the northern spotted owl.

This was my introduction to conservation, and I was in the 
heart of an industry that was openly hostile toward the envi-
ronmental movement. I hadn’t formed any concrete views on 
the environment, but I was a much more ardent backpacker and 
fly fisherman than I was a salesman. Given the choice between 
saving a bird from extinction or keeping my job, I would without 
hesitation take the bird. I packed my things and quietly slipped 
out of town for Oregon.

What I found when I got there was devastation. Whole hill-
sides had been denuded, leaving creek banks bare of vegetation. 
Ancient forests had been cut, devoured it seemed by the many 
roads that wound like serpents everywhere across the landscape.

But by then most of the heavy fighting was over. The tree sit-
ters had mostly gone home. The protesters who had once chained 
themselves to logging equipment were putting on suits and taking 
the timber industry and the federal government to court.  Eventu-
ally, the environmentalists would win this war. Timber production 
would slow to a trickle, and sawmills across the Northwest would 
close. People would lose their jobs, and communities would lose 
their livelihoods.

But at least it was a victory for the environment. Or was it?
Fast forward to 2015. I’m an ardent bowhunter now and have 

spent much of the last two decades wandering the forests of Or-
egon. I’m still vehemently opposed to the wholesale clearcutting 
that marked the latter half of the 20th century, but my views on 
logging have also evolved over time.

In the first place, the spotted owl is still at risk despite a near 
moratorium on logging federal public lands. The biggest threat is 
wildfire. In 2014 alone, there were 94 large wildfires in Washing-
ton and Oregon. They burned more than 1 million acres and cost 
nearly half a billion dollars to fight. Large old-growth trees are 
remarkably resilient to fire, but our addiction to fire fighting has 
allowed vegetation in the understory to grow dense. When it dries 
then burns, the resulting inferno consumes everything.

Secondly, growing more trees doesn’t translate directly into 
a healthier, more diverse ecosystem. Healthy forests require 
lots of sun. Plants near the ground need it, and deer and elk are 
especially dependent on the calories the understory provides. A 
forest with a dense canopy favors shade-tolerant plants that have 
little nutritional benefit to big game. In addition, a thick layer of 
duff can build up in the absence of fire, restricting the ability of 
seeds to take root. I’ve hunted a lot of forests that were green and 
breathtaking but lacked the conditions to support a diverse array 
of plants and animals – elk and deer in particular.

So the pendulum has swung both ways. We’ve seen the envi-
ronmental wreckage from years of unrestricted clear cutting, and 
then the opposite where no cutting and years of fire suppression 
have created dense, nutrient-poor forests that are exceedingly 
combustible. Neither benefits hunters nor the animals they pur-
sue. It’s time for us to put away our old biases and look at logging 
in a new light.

This past hunting season I spent 30 days wandering on foot 
through the Ochoco Mountains of Central Oregon. It was a dis-
couraging month. The elk were being infuriatingly quiet even in 
the deepest recesses of the backcountry. To make matters worse, 
there was an active logging operation going on right in the heart 
of the area I had planned to hunt. The morning air should have 
been ringing with the sound of bugling elk, but instead it rever-
berated with the clanging of heavy machinery.

The beautiful forest I had known was unrecognizable. Slash 
piles and fresh stumps were everywhere. Where once there was 
cover, now I could see for hundreds of yards in every direction. 
How, I wondered, could I or anything else move in this barren 
landscape without being detected by every other critter out there?

But it wasn’t as barren as it seemed. All the large, older 
trees had been left standing. So had the very young ones, some 
knee high, some twice my height and larger. Areas bordering 
the creeks hadn’t been touched either. The old forest had been 
dominated by Ponderosa pine and the ground covered with a 
mat of needles so thick it was almost like walking on a mattress. 
Now there was room for fir, mahogany and larch. The fresh scars 
left by the fellers and front end loaders soon would heal and be 
covered over by grasses and other forage. Standing there I had 
the sense of straddling two opposite world views: The romantic 
idealism of the environmentalist and the cold pragmatism of the 
industrialist. Here among these trees was the tangible realization 

The Evolution of a View on Logging
By Edward Putnam

Paul Queneau photo



of an elusive middle ground, and there was a healthier forest 
growing up out of it. 

Other forests could benefit in this way as well. For example, 
Sen. Ron Wyden has introduced legislation that would improve 
forest habitat on over a million acres of federal lands. The O&C 
Land Grant Act of 2015 would increase timber harvest without 
resorting to the over-exploitation of decades past. Using “variable 
retention” harvest techniques, it would allow for the thinning of 
the forest canopy while keeping intact all old growth stands and 
riparian buffers alongside streams.

It’s a good model for forest management that could be 
applied all over the West. Unfortunately, that bill has yet to make 
it to the president’s desk. Even though it was based on the best 
available science and was crafted through a process of collabora-
tion with a variety of stakeholders, it still has too many critics to 
make the trip. 

Old prejudices die hard. It’s difficult to reach across the bar-
riers of mistrust to create an atmosphere of compromise and un-
derstanding. It’s easier to isolate ourselves behind the convictions 
we’ve invested so heavily in. I’m as susceptible to it as anyone.

But as a hunter I keep finding my convictions challenged. 
The day before my season ended I was hunting high up on the 
side of a mountain when I cut a set of fresh tracks heading in the 
wrong direction. 

Against my intuition and what I’ve thought to be true about 
elk, I followed them back down until I found myself standing 
among fresh slash piles. It was there, mingling with the din of 
heavy machinery, that I heard the high plaintive wail of a bull elk.

We have the ability to create and destroy, and sometimes 
the lines between the two are obscured. All season long I’d been 

scouring the wildest places in that part of the forest trying to 
locate bugling bulls only to find them in one of the least obvious 
places imaginable. I’m not recommending an active logging oper-
ation as the best place to hunt, but eventually the loggers would 
be gone and the forest returned to quiet. New habitat will mingle 
with the old, adding to the diversity of the overall landscape. 
Every season teaches me new things. When the O&C bill comes 
up for a new hearing, I hope the  spirit of compromise and under-
standing catches on. 

Ed co-chairs the Oregon Chapter of BHA. His hunting and 
fishing adventures have taken him from Alaska to Belize, but 
Oregon is where his heart is. He lives in Bend.
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chapter news

Alaska
Chairman Mark Richards has been 

keeping busy attending Board of Game 
assemblies and other meetings. At the 
Wasilla meeting in February, the BOG 
held a sheep “town hall” style meeting for 
the public to discuss sheep issues. More 
than 160 people showed up, and, as shown 
below, the room was quite full.

Everyone had the opportunity to 
speak to the crowd. Around 40 people, 
from resident sheep hunters to guides, 
pilots, biologists and NGO representatives, 
stepped up to give their opinions on 
current sheep issues and whether they felt 
changes were needed. The one thing the 
entire room agreed upon was that sheep 
numbers are down, and that is a major 
conservation concern. This has been the 
position of AK BHA for several years and 
was the primary emphasis for our proposal 
to limit nonresident sheep hunting 
opportunities in areas allowing unlimited 
nonresident tags and unlimited guiding. 

Mark also attended the Big Game 
Commercial Services board meeting in 
Fairbanks for three days and testified all 
three days on sheep and other issues. After  
that, a quick trip to Spokane with three 
other Alaska Chapter members for the 
BHA National Rendezvous, then another 
long drive south from Fairbanks to the 

next Board of Game meeting in Anchorage 
where the Board will consider possible 
changes to aircraft use for sheep hunting. 

We are proud to announce Travis 
Booms as our new secretary/treasurer. 
Travis works for the non-game division 
at ADF&G, and we are excited for the 
energy he is bringing to our chapter as we 
work on a more formal chapter structure 
and delegating more responsibility to 
membership. Mark will be in the Palmer 
area through mid-May to meet with south-
central members and formulate more 
regional BHA structure in the Anchorage/
Mat-Su area. We are also forming a sheep 
subcommittee, and anyone who would like 
to join please drop Mark a line at kandik@
starband.net.  -Mark Richards

Arizona
The AZ Chapter has been busy 

working on setting up for a membership 
drive in 2015 to increase membership so 
we can accomplish more of our goals. 
We are set to have a booth at the Arizona 
Game & Fish Sportsman’s Expo at the end 
of March.

We are also busy with three bills in 
the Arizona legislature. One we support 
would negate a law passed last year that 
kept state enforcement officers from 
enforcing OHV laws and regulations 
on federal lands. This was a very ill-

conceived bill, and the measure to reverse 
it is doing well. 

Two other bills are aimed to transfer 
ownership of federal lands in Arizona to 
state ownership. This would be a disaster 
for the users of those lands. The lands 
would also be available for sale, and if 
the State Land Department managed 
them they would not be managed for their 
natural resources or bring money in to 
the State School Trust. Everyone but the 
legislators and developers will lose if these 
bills pass. -Kurt Bahti

Colorado
Since 2005, Colorado BHA has 

advocated for the protection of 22,000 
acres of big game habitat along the 
Arkansas River in central Colorado 
through the protection of Browns Canyon 
as a Wilderness/National Monument. 
That designation was signed by President 
Obama on Feb. 19, 2015. CO BHA 
members also helped protect more than 
100,000 acres in southwest Colorado by 
advocating for passage of the Hermosa 
Creek Watershed Protection Act, which 
was signed into law in December 2014.

BHA’s Tim Brass was recently 
appointed to the Colorado Wildlife Habitat 
Stamp Committee. BHA’s Volunteer of the 
Month for Dec. 2014 was Colorado BHA 
Habitat Watchman Dan Martel, and for 

From Sheep to Sage Grouse, BHA Cares

Alaska BHA spoke out at the February Board of Game town hall discussion of Dall sheep issues in Wasilla. 
Photo courtesy of Alaska Department of Fish & Game.
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Jan. 2015 it was Colorado BHA Habitat 
Watchman Craig Grother. Thanks for the 
hard work, and congratulations! The 7th 
annual CO BHA Chapter Rendezvous 
(and Browns Canyon National Monument 
celebration) will be held June 5-9 in the 
San Isabel NF west of Salida. -David Lien

Idaho
Idaho Chapter board members 

held their annual meeting the weekend 
of Jan. 31 to discuss the previous year’s 
accomplishments and chart a course for 
2015. Thanks to all of you who provided 
input on projects you would like to see 
us take on this year. The list of “stuff” we 
accomplished in 2014 was impressive. 
After reviewing our year, a couple 
of things are clear: the efforts by our 
members are a testament to our “boots on 
the ground” philosophy and we should all 
be proud of the gains we made. It is also 
clear that much remains to be done. We 
have an aggressive agenda planned for 
2015 – it will be our best year yet! Look 
for a comprehensive list of where we have 
been and where we are going in the next 
ID Chapter quarterly newsletter. 

The Idaho Chapter had a strong 
presence at the Public Lands Rally in 
Boise on Feb. 12. Approximately 250 
people converged on Idaho’s capitol to 
ensure policy makers understand we 
will not accept the transfer of our public 
lands to the state. On Feb. 21, ID BHA 
volunteers manned a table at the Fly 
Fishing Film Tour in Boise. This was 
a highly successful event for us as we 
signed up 18 new members and exposed a 
number of sportsmen in the Magic Valley 
to BHA. Our 3rd annual habitat project 
on the Craig Mountain WMA will be held 
May 1-3. Mark your calendars for this 
event! More information will be sent to 
members in the coming months. -Derrick 
Reeves

Minnesota
The 3rd annual Minnesota BHA 

Chapter Rendezvous will be held Aug. 
14-16 in Whitewater State Park in 
southeast Minnesota (same place as 2014). 
Minnesota BHA will have a table at the 
Fly Fishing Film Tour in Minneapolis 
on Saturday, March 28, at The Parkway 
Theatre. Contact chapter co-chair Erik 
Jensen for additional information.

The chapter published an op-
ed on keeping public lands in public 
hands (“Protect Legacy of Public 

Lands” Duluth News Tribune) and two 
op-eds on sulfide mining proposals in 
northeastern Minnesota (“Sportsmen 
Not Buying PolyMet’s Sulfide Mining 
Whitewashing” Duluth News Tribune 
and “Don’t Buy PolyMet’s Assurances 
on Environmental Outcomes of Sulfide 
Mining” MinnPost.com). The wastewater 
generated by proposed sulfide mines 
would ultimately drain into Lake Superior, 
with other proposed mine sites impacting 
native, inland lake trout waters and the 
headwaters of several North Shore rivers. 
-David Lien

Montana
Advocating for protection of 384,000 

acres of intact prairie BLM lands within 
the Highline Resource Management Plan, 
MT BHA helped organize and participate 
in a call with conservationists to the 
resource staff of Gov. Bullock, urging 
the state to protect these BLM lands. In 
addition, Co-chair Greg Munther and 
wildlife professor and former Fish and 
Game commissioner Bob Ream co-
authored an op-ed advocating status quo 
protection of these intact prairie places, 
which appeared in the Billings, Great Falls 
and Helena newspapers.

MT BHA members from across 
the state participated in a public lands 
rally inside the Capitol. More than 500 
sportsmen and conservationists heard Gov. 
Bullock and others speak out in support 
of keeping public lands in public hands 
by opposing any transfer of federal lands.
With the legislature in session, MT BHA 
took positions on numerous bills affecting 
public lands, wildlife and fisheries habitat, 
and their management. 

BHA members also enjoyed a story 
telling/pint night hosted by Kettlehouse 
Brewing Company in Missoula. -Greg 
Munther

Nevada
Wildlife politics are at a steady 

boil here in the land of the sage grouse 
and sagebrush rebels. The Conservation 
Priorities Coalition, of which BHA is 
a member, set the public lands issue as 
priority No. 1 in the NV legislature. Our 
past NV BHA chairman, Kyle Davis, 
spends nearly every waking hour at the 
legislature, lobbying on numerous wildlife 
and conservation bills for Nevada’s 
Wildlife Coalition (BHA is a member) and 
several other conservation organizations. 
On March 2, Kyle gave a rousing press 

conference speech in defense of our public 
lands at a rally and at the subsequent 
committee hearing. A number of other NV 
BHA members gave additional testimony. 
There were BHA members at the Las 
Vegas rally and hearing in Elko as well.

We’ve been celebrating our two 
new Wilderness areas, Pine Forest and 
Wovoka. They were a result of years of 
stakeholder (including BHA) meetings 
and hard work to strip out poisonous 
amendments added in the House 
committee. We enjoyed an all-day hike 

into the new Wovoka Wilderness with 
Sen. Reid’s D.C. staff, local folks and 
tribal members who worked for years 
toward designation. On the D.C. front, 
we continue to have weekly Sage Grouse 
Coalition conference calls and steady 
contact with the D.C. staff of both Sens. 
Heller and Reid in hopes that their draft 
sage grouse conservation legislation will 
get “some legs.”

Elsewhere on the sage grouse 
front, NV BHA continues to attend the 
NV Sagebrush Council meetings, give 
comments when appropriate, and attend 
science meetings such as the recent 



Wildlife Society conference. Together with 
other Wildlife Coalition board members, 
we had a very productive meeting with 
Gov. Sandoval’s staff, assuring us that 
our Department of Wildlife is valued 
as the primary source of science in the 
development of the state sage grouse plan.

There are numerous ongoing 
meetings NV BHA attends on a regular 
basis, including the OHV Commission, the 
Wildlife Coalition and the Black Rock-
High Rock NCA subcommittee of the 
BLM RAC. Comments will be due soon 
on two BLM district resource management 
area revisions, as well as the sage grouse 
draft environmental impact statement. We 
will be scrambling to get those completed. 
New in the works is a potential addition 
to a NDOW weapons regulation to ensure 
computerized trigger mechanisms are 
illegal for hunting. We had a productive 
meeting with our chief game warden to 
begin that process. -Karen Boeger

New England
The New England Chapter has been 

aggressively pursuing and supporting a 
proposed ban on the use of drones, smart 
rifles and live-action game cameras for 
hunting in New Hampshire. We have 
had multiple letters published in New 
Hampshire newspapers as well as an 
article containing an interview with Co-
chair Corey Ellis on the proposed rules in 
the Concord Monitor. Ellis also attended 

and spoke at a public hearing on the 
proposed rules. The chapter will continue 
to work closely with the Fish & Game 
Department in New Hampshire on the 
precise language of the rules before the 
vote by the commission in mid-March.

In Vermont, the drone ban passed its  
final vote and will be effective as of March 
15. This ban was led by NE BHA board 
members Eric Nuse and Tovar Cerulli. 

In Maine, chapter board member 
Robert Bryan has been attending state 
forestry meetings concerning the 
impending outbreak of spruce budworm. 
Bryan, who is a professional forester, has 
been insisting that protection of critical 
winter habitat for deer, old growth and  
riparian habitat be a part of the state’s 
management plan. Bryan and national 
board member Mike Verville recently 
testified at the Maine legislature on behalf 
of BHA on two issues of concern. Verville 
testified in opposition to an industry-
sponsored bill that would weaken mining 
rules and greatly increase the chance of 
damage to Maine’s native brook trout 
habitat from the mine runoff. BHA also 
opposed changes in the administration of 
Maine’s public lands that would increase 
the emphasis on timber production at the 
expense on wildlife habitat, recreation and 
backcountry values.

The New England chapter is 
continuing its collaboration with the 

chapters in New York and Pennsylvania 
on an “Eastern Leaders Summit” this 
spring. Additionally, the chapters 
are collaborating on a letter to every 
congressional and senate leader under the 
nine-state umbrella of the three chapters 
in opposition to any public lands transfer. 
-Corey Ellis

Oregon
The OR Chapter completed 

and posted a video on sage grouse 
conservation efforts currently 
underway. This video has been distributed 
widely to decision makers at the state 
and federal level and has received good 
feedback. We met with stakeholders 
throughout the state and region and 
documented efforts to prevent an 
endangered species listing. USFWS 
Oregon Director Paul Henson told us he 
was “very encouraged” by conservation 
efforts in Oregon. This is noteworthy 
because Henson was on the team that 
decided a potential listing as “endangered 
but precluded” was warranted in 2010.  
Oregon’s SageCon report will be issued 
in early summer and will coordinate 
conservation efforts throughout the 15 
million acres of sage steppe in Oregon.

Potential state purchase of the 
10,000-acre Lower Deschutes Ranch 
is moving ahead. This has been a key 
Oregon Chapter project as the ranch offers 
rich habitat for big game and contains 
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wild salmon and steelhead runs. The state 
will consider purchase once the ODFW 
Commission signs off on the project, 
which is expected in early summer. 
If authorized, the process could be 
completed by this fall. The acreage would 
offer seamless access to much existing 
BLM land in the area and provide more 
opportunities for hunting and fishing. The 
ranch has one of the region’s healthiest 
bighorn sheep populations. ODFW would 
manage the unit, and motorized travel 
would not be permitted. -Brian Jennings

Pennsylvania 
Increasing our visibility among 

Pennsylvania’s sportsmen and -women 
continues to be our primary objective 
so that we may grow our membership 
and political clout. Along these lines, 
we have, with the New York and New 
England BHA chapters, completed the 
Eastern BHA brochure, which has now 
been printed and is ready for distribution. 
In May, Pennsylvania BHA will partner 
with the New York Chapter to get the 
BHA message out at the annual banquet 
and membership meeting of the New York 
Bowhunters, a strong conservation and 
politically effective organization whose 
membership includes a number of hunters 
from the Keystone State. Plans are also 
underway to have a presence at various 
high-profile, highly attended sporting 
events around the state.

We also continue to seek out 
partnerships with other like-minded 
conservation organizations within 
Pennsylvania so that we may better 
advance our mission despite our relatively 
small membership. One of these is the 
Friends of Allegheny Wilderness. The 
Allegheny National Forest, located in 
northwest Pennsylvania, is one of the 
largest federal land holdings in the state 
and is actively utilized for oil and gas 
extraction, while less than 2 percent of 
the forest is protected as wilderness. 
FAW “seeks to foster an appreciation of 
wilderness values and benefits, and to 
work with the local communities to ensure 
that increased wilderness protection 
is a priority of the stewardship of the 
Alleghany National Forest,” obviously a 
goal to which BHA members can relate! 
We are also pleased to report that upon 
taking office, one of the first actions of 
our new Democratic governor was to 
place a moratorium on new drilling or 
“fracking” on state lands, something the 

former governor had sought to pursue as a 
new source of revenue to help reduce our 
ballooning state debt and budget deficits. 
We will be watching closely, however, as 
the new governor, who favors increased 
taxes and fees for drillers currently 
operating in Pennsylvania, is faced with 
unified opposition from the Republican-
controlled House and Senate to his 
planned increases in sales and income 
taxes to support his budget and funding 
objectives. Thus, there is concern among 
conservation and environmental groups 
that the governor may compromise by 
lifting his moratorium on new drilling to 
get the revenue he needs.

We are in the final planning stages 
of an Eastern BHA Summit meeting 
among the leadership of the three eastern 
BHA chapters. Presently, it looks like 
this will take place in Vermont in spring 
or summer. The goal of this summit is to 
learn from each other, help coordinate our 
efforts and increase our visibility in the 
East. We also hope that this will serve as a 
forerunner to future annual Eastern BHA 
Rendezvous. -Jeff Sample

Utah
The Utah Chapter joined more 

than 200 individuals at the Utah Public 
Lands Rally in March to 
encourage the governor 
and state legislature to 
give up their efforts to 
wrest control of public 
lands away from federal 
management. The rally 
was well attended 
by a diverse array of 
concerned citizens 
and local conservation 
groups. Sportsmen 
showed their unity 
by attending the rally 
dressed in camouflage. 
The Utah Chapter hosted 
an informational table 
and had the opportunity 
to interact with many 
people. 

Utah Chapter Co-
Chair Michael (Finn) 
Anderson has been 
very active in attending 
planning meetings 
associated with the 
Mountain Accord, a 
multi-phase initiative 
that seeks to make 

critical decisions regarding the future of 
the central Wasatch Mountains. Co-chair 
Jay Banta recently attended the National 
Rendezvous and chapter training.

We are currently planning a Utah 
Chapter Rendezvous and beginning to 
develop a “Forest Watchmen” program to 
help review plans/projects associated with 
local national forests and BLM districts. 
-Chris Crockett

Washington
The WA Chapter attended the Fly 

Fishing Film Tour showing in Spokane, 
raised money with a raffle and gained 
20 new members. We commented on 
an Okanogan Forest revision of motor 
vehicle travel plans and North Cascades 
grizzly bear restoration. The chapter sent 
letters to the governor and state legislative 
representatives opposing transfers of 
federal public lands in Washington. WA 
BHA supported the Upper Columbia 
United Tribes in their plan to bring salmon 
and steelhead back to the Upper Columbia 
River. The chapter has spent many hours 
and miles in supporting the 4th Annual 
National Rendezvous in Spokane. 
Members also attended a panel board on 
the efforts of wolf recovery in Eastern 
Washington. -Bob Mirasole



Khwaja Khadir

For the past two and a half decades I have rarely gone fishing without my favor-
ite guide, Khwaja Khadir, whose chief virtues are that, being silent and invisible, 
he is the closest thing on the river to no guide at all. I first learned of my guide 
not in a fly shop, or a fishing magazine, or by word of mouth, but in a collection 

of essays on ecstatic utterances of Sufi saints. Midway through this book, way back in the 
early ’70s, I stumbled onto the Arabic word, al-Khizr. I don’t speak a speck of Arabic. I’d 
never seen this word before. When, at the sight of it, an unfounded thrill of recognition 
shot up my spine, I paid attention. 

Investigating further, I learned from a scholarly friend that al-Khizr is a bodiless divine 
servant so close to Allah in essence that to be accompanied by the former may be to stand 
in the presence of the Latter. Khizr is both the guardian and purveyor of “the Waters 
of Eternity” – the caretaker/bartender, so to speak, of the elixir of secret knowledge and 
everlasting life. He is also known as Khidr, the Green Prophet, Khwaja Khadir, and other 
aliases. And he is as famed among mystics in the Islamic world as is the Holy Spirit in the 
Christian world for his omnipresence and perfect wisdom despite his perfect invisibility.

In this age of global tyranny by short-term economic thought, Americans have a ten-
dency to equate what is desirable with what is profitable, and what is invisible with what 
doesn’t exist. My lifelong fly rod-in-the-office, wisdom-literature-in-the-fishing-vest habits 
have made me pretty un-American with regard to this tendency. I figure love is invisible. 
Intuition as well. Before I was born I too was invisible to the fellow I am now. When I die 
I expect to become the same. To be repelled by invisibility is, then, to be repelled by love, 
intuition and my former and future selves. I have, on the contrary, spent my life endeav-
oring to befriend that foursome. This effort has naturally included my fishing life. Upon 
learning a bit about the invisible al-Khizr, I did not therefore think, “Weird!” and go turn 
on “The Dave Show.” Instead my thoughts ran more along these lines: “Invisibility. Omni-
presence. Perfect Wisdom. Guardian of Eternity’s waters. Holy shitwaw! What great qualifica-
tions for a fishing guide!”

I then began trying to figure how to get this being out on a river with me.
I didn’t expect results. I didn’t expect anything. I’m ignorant as mud in mystical Islamic 

matters. But I didn’t rule out the possibility of contact, either. Fly fishing, successfully un-
dertaken, builds enormous faith in the human ability to make contact with unseen beings. 
When you have repeatedly accomplished tasks as unlikely as slinging a size 22 dry fly on 
a 6X tippet toward a hidden aquatic being rising 80 feet away, only to hook, battle, and 
drag that shining being into your hands, you grow reluctant to say what is or isn’t possible 
in terms of contacting things invisible, including invisible fly fishing guides. 

Worship God as though you see Him.   -Muhammad the Prophet 

By David James Duncan
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I took a trip with the Green One the other day 
that nicely illustrates some of his techniques. Our 
joint adventure began with me in my Montana study, 
feeling too restless and word-jaded, at the end of 
a three-week work binge, to cloister myself on yet 
another beautiful July morn. Knocking on the door 
between the unseen and seen, I remarked to Khadir 
that I’d heard a seven-syllable rumor concerning a 
creek not terribly far from my study, and wondered 
whether this rumor was worth pursuing. I then dan-
gled the syllables before him: “Big Cutthroats in Small 
Water....”

My guide responded with the usual silence, and he 
is not just poker-faced, he is no-faced: his position 
proved, as always, to be tough to gauge.

 I mentioned that if we left at once I had the time, 
and would be willing to pay the physical price, to 
check the seven-syllable rumor out. Khadir showed 
no interest in this “physical price.” Lacking a body, 
what is physical suffering to him? I feel, though, that 
if we mortals are to relate to Khizr’s undying bodi-
lessness, he in return should relate to our doomed 
physicality. So I described my impending ordeal: 
“Ninety degree heat. Seven miles in, seven miles out. 
Two thousand feet up, then two thousand down. 
Only today to do the hike and the fishing. By sun-
down you can watch me really hurt. And thanks to 
your silence, I’ll be hurting with no guarantee that 
the rumor is even true. Sound like fun?” 

He remained inaudible and imperceptible. But in 
all the years I’ve known him, Khwaja has not, to my 
knowledge, refused an invitation to go fishing yet.

We were in my old Toyota truck in minutes. My 
immortal companion withheld comment on the 
Richard Thompson tapes I blared all the way to the 
trailhead. We then hiked the seven miles in and two 
thousand feet up, me sweating, panting and working 
like a pig, dog, and mule, respectively; Khwaja as 
invisible, sweatless, and tireless as ever. 

Deep in wilderness, we reached the creek of rumor. 

Completely new water to me, running cold and clear 
as air. Completely familiar water to Khwaja, he being 
who he is.

 I began trying to read the situation. It was a small 
stream, 8 to 10 feet wide and only a foot deep, most 
places. A lot of velocity but no depth. Far from my 
idea of good trout water. Beginning to doubt the sev-
en-syllable rumor, I said, “Green One. A little help 
here?” 

But straightforward Q&A is just not the way 
Khwaja works. He guides when he wants to, not 
when I ask him to. That’s one of the things I’ve 
grudgingly grown to respect. William Blake likened 
intuition to Christ, and worshiped it as such. Khad-
ir’s guiding style leaves me little choice, while fish-
ing, but to grow increasingly well acquainted with 
Blake’s Christ.

By a tiny, sunlit pool on a side-channel of the 
creek, I rested from the hike, threaded my fly rod, 
traded hiking boots for wading sandals, and studied 
the insect life over the pool. Golden stoneflies; three 
hues of mayfly; two kinds of caddis; a random smat-
tering of midges and tiny duns. No species dominat-
ed. And Khwaja kept his own council. I decided not 
to choose a fly till I found some fishy-looking water.

We began hiking upstream, Khadir flying or 
emanating along, or whatever the heck he does, me 
splashing right up the creek to avoid impenetrable 
willow thickets on both banks. The stream veered up 
a majestic, granite-sided valley choked with wild-
flowers, streamside cottonwoods, and stands of state-
ly tamarack. But the initial shallow run turned out to 
be characteristic of the entire creek. I felt disappoint-
ment over that. When al-Khizr’s with me, though, 
I get almost as stubborn as the forces that create 
creeks and depth, and keep seeking the kind of water 
I long for, scarcely caring whether I ever find it. 

Tiny sandbars formed in the creek each time it 
changed direction. I noticed elk tracks, beaver 
tracks, black bear and deer tracks on each of these 
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bars. “No griz or moose tracks,” I said loudly, to 
reassure myself – though either could have lurked 
round any bend. Khadir, being fleshless, could have 
cared less.

A solitary sandpiper began flitting from sandbar 
to sandbar just upstream of me, singing a song that 
sounded as if he hated to complain, but, well, these 
mountain-creek-sandbars sure were tiny, and it was 
embarrassing to admit this but, dangit, it was true, in 
migrating north he’d somehow managed to lose track 
of the entire Pacific Ocean, and was beginning to 
really pine for its far more satisfactory beaches and 
sandbars. So would I mind 
directing him?

Over the rush of the 
water I hollered, “West!”, 
pointing with my fly rod. 

Beeping twice in thanks, 
the sandpiper shot away. 

Khwaja and I at last 
reached a stretch of prom-
ising water: a long run, 4 feet or more deep, with 
overhanging willows and broken boulders for cover. 
The creek’s clarity was amazing. The stones sub-
merged by 4 feet of water were swirlier-looking but 
no less perfectly visible than the stones on dry land. 
The run appeared fishless, but no trout are better 
camouflaged than Westslope cutthroats, so I treated 
the water with respect.

Kneeling in the downstream tail-out, I again tried 
to get analytical about choice of fly. But now the only 
visible insects in air or water were a jillion of those 
tiny, sunlit, mote-sized buglets which, if you focus 
your eyes one way, are all flying from left to right 
over the surface, and if you focus another way are 
flying right to left. 

To my surprise, Khadir suddenly gave me to know 
– via a wave of goose-bumps and a sudden urge 
to laugh – that he loved these little guys. His first 
communique of the day. As unpredictable in content 

as ever. “Bug-love?” I teased. “From the Primordial 
Keeper of Eternity’s Fountain? How long do these 
wee buggers live? Half an hour?”

Look at them, I felt Khwaja urge. So I did – and at 
second glance began to get the picture: if the ethere-
al al-Khizr were ever to sire anything so earthly and 
tangible as children, these deft, silent, near-invisible 
zippers might be just what they’d look like. For all I 
knew they were his kids, and all live as long as he.

The only other animate life-form was a magnifi-
cent six-point whitetail, maybe fifty yards upstream, 
drinking from the center of the creek. Trophy bucks 

are usually the wariest of 
deer, but this fellow, after 
a brief glance, decided 
my fly rod and I were no 
threat and bent back to 
the water. “You can tell 
it’s Montana,” I remarked 
to Khadir. “Even the deer 
are big drinkers.” No re-

sponse. My guide might not, I realized, have a sense 
of humor about drink. Could be the bartending job 
at the Fountain. Could be an Islamic thing.

Having failed to spot a dominant insect, I tied on 
a prospecting favorite: a dry fly called a Stimulator. 
I then crouched down and tiptoed to the base of the 
run, made a long cast, dropped the fly in the belly of 
the best water, and waited.

Nothing. And still no advice from my all-knowing 
guide. I made four more casts. More nothing. Sitting 
on a rock to reassess, I noticed the buck, after all this 
time, was still drinking, hence he must not be drink-
ing at all. I then noticed the tasty-looking cresses 
growing atop every rock including the one I sat on, 
and realized the buck was after these. So that’s why 
my drinking joke got no reaction, I thought.

The run before me was too hard to find and still 
looked too good to abandon, so I changed fishing 
strategies, dead-drifting a Hare’s Ear nymph through 
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Fly fishing, successfully 
undertaken, builds enormous 

faith in the human ability to make 
contact with unseen beings.
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the depths. Four casts, eight casts. Hooked the same 
nothing. I tried a black Wooly Bugger. More noth-
ing. Added leechlike twitches. Zilch.

Tying on another prospecting favorite – a may-
flyish invention called a Crippled Emerger – I said, 
“That’s it for this spot. Let’s head upstream. And, uh, 
you’re welcome to borrow my crummy body, rod, 
and flies whenever you like!” I added, reminding the 
Unseen One of our original contract. 

Khwaja didn’t say boo. But the browsing buck was 
so beautiful up there in midcreek that I wanted to 
delay the moment I scared him away. I fetched the 
water bottle from my pack and took a long drink. 
The buck watched me, then drank too. I browsed on 
fig bars. The buck stuck with 
cresses. I took a leak in the 
creek. So did the buck.

Figuring male-bonding 
had reached its zenith, I said, 
“Here I come, big fella,” and 
started upstream. False-cast-
ing as I strolled, I planned to 
throw my emerger into the 
uppermost tip of the run I’d 
just fished. But this riffle-tip, 
I saw as I neared it, was so 
shallow and brightly sunlit 
that I could make out every 
pebble and drowned twig on the bottom. Obviously 
fishless. I reeled in my line, intending to splash on 
past, 

when something stopped me cold.
This was the quintessential Khadir moment, so I’ll 

get as technical I can: 
First, it was actually nothing that stopped me. But 

when fishing with Khwaja one learns to trust certain 
nothings; certain no-reason starts or stops. What 
froze me in my tracks was an urge to show the bar-
ren tip of the riffle the same fly fisherly respect I’d 
just shown the promising run. Why? There was no 
why. It was naked impulse. Apart from the no-reason 
chills, naked impulse is the most reliable sign I know 
that Khadir is transmitting. 

The next task, I’ve learned from long experience, 
is unquestioning obedience to the impulse or urge, 
even in defiance of reason. Especially in defiance of 

reason. My eyes clearly saw the riffle’s tip to be as 
troutless as a city sidewalk. Khadir, it seemed, saw 
otherwise.

Don’t be ridiculous! huffed my brain. But as Khwaja 
and I both know, my brain is not my identity, nou-
menon, spirit, atma, dharma, soul, buddhi, anam, nous, 
or fishing guide. So fuck my brain. I proceeded to 
behave as if the barren “sidewalk” held the fish of my 
dreams.

Dropping to my knees to lower my silhouette, I 
inched silently into casting position, stripped enough 
line from my reel to preclude the need for fish-spook-
ing false-casts, took another glance at the cress-eat-
ing buck, and tried to mimic his calm as I made – 

with a single stroke of the 
rod – the lightest possible 
cast up into the riffle’s tip. 
My fly alit on clear-as-air 
water not 10 inches deep. 
It had floated a yard or so 
back toward me when one 
of the big, canteloupe-col-
ored stones so plainly vis-
ible on the bottom turned 
its entire upstream edge 
into an enormous white 
mouth. This mouth gaped 
clear out of the water, en-

gulfing my fly and a fair fraction of stream with it. I 
lifted my rod in reply. An animal so huge and strong 
that I failed to believe in its existence began to shake 
its head, equally unable to believe in me. But the rod 
throbbed hard. The hook burrowed. Conversion was 
simultaneous for us both. 

The trout shot straight toward me, forcing me to 
stand, run backwards and strip line madly to keep 
things taut. The fish then writhed round the far side 
of a midstream boulder, forcing me to pay out line, 
dash out into the creek, un-lasso the rock. The rest 
of our combat was comparatively uneventful, if 10 
or so minutes of sheer wonder can be considered an 
unevent. The huge, glowing, green-gold trout ripped 
tirelessly up and down the identically green-gold 
and glowing pool. The cress-eating buck watched us 
both. Another sandpiper zipped by, beeping hi. As 
the trout finally drew close, its thrashing body was 

Then the seven-syllable rumor 
– Big Cutthroat in Small Water – 
entered my hands. The largest 

Westslope I’ve ever seen. 
A female as long in the making, 

beautifully plotted, and thick 
through as a masterful thousand-

page novel.
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so big that it created wakes. When the wakes hit my 
legs, blissful no-reason chills rose at the feel of this 

intimate lapping. The whitetail buck continued to 
watch, and Khwaja’s tiny insects continued to flow 
left to right and right to left in sunlight on the creek’s 
surface. Fragrance of pine. Fragrance of wilderness. 
Desperate for cover, the big trout finally sought it 
in my shadow, hovering long, by choice, between 
my knees. So many intimacies. For a time I couldn’t 
move. Then the seven-syllable rumor – Big Cutthroat 
in Small Water – entered my hands. The largest West-
slope I’ve ever seen. A female as long in the making, 
beautifully plotted, and thick through as a masterful 
thousand-page novel.

My sorry brain admitted, as I held her, that I’d 
encountered her solely because of an unreasonable 
impulse to fish a shallow “empty sidewalk.” But 
when such impulses lead you year after year to fish 
after fish, how rational is it to keep calling them 
reasonless? I’m just a fisherman. As such, I prefer, 
to any form of reasoning, the catching of even the 
most unreasonable of fish. I therefore expressed, 
upon releasing this one, my sincerest gratitude to the 
unreasonable cause of its capture:

“Geez, Khwaja!” I gasped. “Thanks!”

The Green One, once he finally starts transmit-
ting, is often surprisingly slow to stop: the way that 
beautifully plotted Westslope, upon release, did not 
so much swim as dissolve back into the elements that 
created her; the way her dissolution then made every 
sunlit, seemingly barren inch of clear-as-air creek 
feel rife with invisible life; the way this rifeness then 
filled the clear-as-creek July sky with intimations of 
beings unseen and the no-reason chills smacked me 
in a wave and my identity swamped and capsized, 
leaving just enough residue to work a fly rod and 
forget how to work a pronoun as not-I and I wan-
dered the cusp between inner and outer creeks and 
granite ridges, inner and outer aspen groves and 
sunflares, paintbrush and tamarack, trout-rises and 
pines and no-longer-feared bear-signs, overwhelmed 
and grateful for the whole lit-from-within confusion 
– all of this, I say, came of the guidance of the One I 
call Khwaja. 

And Not-He and He and not-I and I landed four 
more Westslopes. All of them preposterously large 
for that tiny creek. All invisible in the beginning; 
green, gold and glorious in the end. All hidden in 
the same sort of “barren” tip-riffles, so that for the 
duration of the day our eyes were fed the sight of 
stones suddenly possessed of mouths and fins, of 
seens possessed of unseens, of paradigmatic beauties 
possessed of invisibility, then strength, then form and 
colors too lovely to do anything but touch, thank, 
and let go. The 7 miles out sure as shit hurt. 

My guide sure as shit didn’t give an Arabic hoot. 
But after five fish like those, even that braying 
donkey, my body, had grown soulful enough that a 
feared hiking inferno never became more than brief 
purgatory. 

We reached my old truck. 
I payed up with the usual syllables: “Geez, Khwa-

ja! Beats church! Thanks!” That was it – the whole 
guide/client transaction. 

“Lovers,” said Jalal al-Din Rumi, “don’t finally 
meet somewhere. They’re in each other all along.” 
Maybe that’s why the best guide I know isn’t visible: 
he’s not external.

The mind still says: Did anything really happen? Is 
anyone but me really there? 

The mind will say this forever. But I mostly fish 
rivers these days. In so doing, movement becomes 
stasis, flux is the constant, and everything flows 
around, through and beyond me, escaping un-
grasped, unnamed, and unscathed. The river’s clean 
escape does not prevent belief in its reality. On the 
contrary, there is nothing I love more than the feel 
of a wholeness sliding toward, around, and past me 
while I stand like an idiot savant in its midst, focus-
sing on tiny idiot-savantic bits of what is so beautiful 
to me, so close, yet so wondrously ungraspable.

David James Duncan is the award-winning author of the 
novels The River Why and The Brothers K. 
This story is from the book My Story as Told By Water, 
available from Counterpoint Press.
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The Trout Goats
By Hannah J. Ryan

Illustration by Nikki Rossignol

T
he pack line wobbled unsteadily up the trail, a slight sloshing sound accompanying every movement. Each of the panniers 
on their crossbuck saddles contained an odd load: a few gallons of water and a few hundred two-inch-long Yellowstone 
cutthroat trout. The water slopped forward and back, making the usually sure-footed pack goats move haltingly but steadily 
into the Cloud Peak Wilderness.

In 2003, the Wyoming Department of Game & Fish’s helicopter funds were short for stocking some lakes. The local game war-
den, a family friend, knew my dad was always willing to take his goats out for some exercise. At the trailhead Jeff Stafford, a Game & 
Fish hatchery superintendent, met us with a truckload of 2,400 cutthroat fry. Each of our goat’s panniers was lined with a large plastic 
garbage bag, filled with water and fish, then oxygenated and tied shut. We loaded these on our goats and hiked off to stock Mabel Lake 
as a volunteer project.

We always had to tie Mufasa to another goat when packing; otherwise he would lie down on the trail and refuse to budge. Light-
ning had a habit of sneaking up on my little brother and knocking him down, seemingly for the fun of it. All of them disliked running 
water, making creek crossings a bit of a rodeo. But Magpie, Chalk, Buddy and Zeus were good hikers. Once you got them headed 
down a trail, the rest of the herd followed along without much hassle. 

One of the best and worst characteristics of those goats was their fierce dependence on their people. They hated being left alone. 
When hunting with the herd, we had to stake them down to a low-line and then sneak out of camp without these sharp-eyed ungulates 
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noticing. Otherwise, they would throw a fit and wail at being left behind, informing every elk in the area of their displeasure. We 
always had a companion on our way to squat in the woods. The herd would even sleep crowded against the tent, lending their body 
warmth but often stretching out the nylon walls.

“I don’t think I could ever eat my mules, but if I got in a pickle, I wouldn’t hesitate too much about eating those goats,” my dad 
said, only half joking.

Dad packed out five elk on their backs, and they carried many summer camps into the alpine for our family. We never had to carry 
feed for them, and they never shied away from a bull’s head strapped to their saddles. Though ornery and opinionated, the goats were 
part of the family and delighted at being out in the woods as much as we did.

We passed only a few people on that trek up to Mabel Lake, but each group stopped and asked about our motley crew. At the time 
I didn’t see our practice of goat packing as anything special. Other people used horses, or llamas, or just their backs to carry a load 
into the mountains. We used goats. It wasn’t incredible to my 13-year old mind, it was just one of those slightly strange things we did 
as a family. 

“In my 17 years in fisheries, that was the first and only time I had a lake stocked by goats,” Stafford said. “It was a successful 
stocking and there’s some good fishing at Mabel Lake today.”

Upon reaching the alpine lake that August day 12 years ago, we relieved the goats of their burdens to pour the dizzy cutthroat into 
their cold, clean home in the Cloud Peak Wilderness. I watched the little fry swim out into the depths thinking I’d return to fish for 
their descendents someday. All those goats have since passed on to greener fields, and goat packing may soon become more restricted 
due to concerns about spreading pneumonia to bighorn sheep. But those days in the mountains with my trout-packing goats and family 
helped kindle the passion I hold today for pack animals, wildlife and the backcountry.

Hannah sits on the board of the Montana BHA chapter and helps enhance communications about backcountry issues around the state. 
In her day job she is a communications specialist for the Intermountain West Joint Venture, a bird habitat conservation organization.
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The 
National 

Wild & Scenic 
Rivers Act

of 1968

By Scott Bosse
Photo by Chris Chapman,
White Cliffs of the Missouri River, MT



If you’ve ever cast to brown trout by canoe on the White Cliffs section of the Upper Missouri River in Montana, hunt-
ed chukars on the Main Salmon River in Idaho, or been steelheading on the Rogue River in Oregon, you’ve benefited 
from the Wild & Scenic Rivers Act. These special rivers have become true icons for the backcountry hunting and 
fishing experience.

Even so, most sportsmen have only a foggy idea of how Wild & Scenic designation contributes to  America’s hunting and fishing 
heritage. In fact, this law has never been more relevant for hunters and anglers than it is today.

The idea of the Wild & Scenic Rivers Act was born in Montana in the mid-1950s when John Craighead, the famed grizzly bear 
researcher, was fighting the proposed Spruce Park Dam on the Middle Fork of the Flathead River along the southern boundary of 
Glacier National Park.

America was in a dam-building binge that had already changed the face of the West. Often with government subsidy, we built 
75,000 dams impounding more than 600,000 miles of river.

 As a wildlife biologist, Craighead understood that in order to protect our nation’s fish and wildlife legacy, America needed to 
create a system that was focused on preserving biologically rich, low-elevation river corridors that serve as prime habitat for deer, elk, 
moose and countless other terrestrial species, not to mention fish.

So Craighead and his twin brother, Frank, spent the better part of a decade lobbying Congress and traveling around the country 
promoting their idea of creating a national system of protected rivers. In 1968, President Lyndon B. Johnson signed the Wild & Scenic 
Rivers Act into law. The United States became the world’s first nation to pass a law allowing for the permanent protection of its finest 
remaining free-flowing rivers and streams.

The Wild & Scenic Rivers Act protects rivers in four ways. First and foremost, it bans the construction of new federally licensed 
dams and other harmful water development projects on designated rivers. Second, it preserves and, where possible, enhances water 
quality. Third, it establishes a federal water right to ensure adequate in-stream flows. And fourth, it restricts any activities in designated 
river corridors that would degrade a river’s “outstandingly remarkable values,” or ORVs. These values typically include fish, wildlife, 
scenery, recreation, geology and even botanical values. 

While the Wild & Scenic Rivers Act does not restrict the use of motorized vehicles such as all-terrain vehicles or jet boats along 
designated rivers, it does require that a comprehensive river management plan be developed for designated rivers, and that plan can 
serve as an effective forum to address motorized abuse or overuse. 

The original eight rivers that were added to the National Wild & Scenic Rivers System were the Middle Fork Salmon and Clear-
water in Idaho, the Middle Fork of the Feather in California, the Rio Grande in New Mexico, the Rogue in Oregon, the Eleven Point in 
Missouri, the Wolf in Wisconsin and the St. Croix in Wisconsin and Minnesota.

Over the past half-century, the system has grown to include more than 200 rivers and 12,000 river miles, including such recent 
additions as the Snake River in Wyoming (2009), the Bruneau in Idaho (2009), the Virgin in Utah (2009), Illabot Creek in Washington 
(2014), and the Missisquoi and Trout Rivers in Vermont (2014). 

Momentum for more Wild & Scenic designations is building as the act nears its 50th anniversary. BHA is working with business-
es, conservation and recreation groups and other interests toward new Wild & Scenic River designations in the Clearwater National 
Forest in Idaho and in four major watersheds in western Montana – the Clark Fork, Flathead, Missouri Headwaters and Upper Yellow-
stone. A recent public opinion poll commissioned by Montanans for Healthy Rivers found that 75 percent of Montanans support using 
the Wild & Scenic Rivers Act to protect the state’s rivers.

Recently, Wild & Scenic River designations have been very helpful in protecting treasured fishing and hunting grounds from 
incompatible forms of development. The fact that Wyoming’s Hoback River was designated as Wild & Scenic in 2009 helped stave 
off industrial-scale gas drilling at its headwaters, which happen to be the summer range of the farthest-migrating mule deer herd in the 
country. And the North Fork of the Flathead River’s status as one of Montana’s four Wild & Scenic Rivers contributed to an historic 
bilateral agreement between Montana and British Columbia to ban new mineral leasing throughout the watershed. That agreement, 
which was enshrined into law when Congress passed the North Fork Watershed Protection Act last December, will ensure a bright 
future for the river’s native bull trout and Westslope cutthroat trout.

If you are over 45, like I am, the American population has doubled in your lifetime. As the population of the West continues to 
grow, our rivers are under greater and greater pressure from weeds, unwise floodplain development, ill-conceived hydropower projects 
and droughts triggered by climate change. While there are places to develop our water resources, there are also many special rivers 
that need to be preserved. The Wild & Scenic Rivers Act may be more important now than at any time since John Craighead waged his 
epic battle to keep the Middle Fork of the Flathead River wild and free.

For more information on the Wild & Scenic Rivers Act, visit www.americanrivers.org/initiatives/wild-and-scenic.

Scott is an avid hunter, angler and conservationist living in Bozeman, Montana. He works for American Rivers and has been a BHA 
member since 2011.
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T
he things we seek in the backcountry – solitude, remote-
ness, quiet – become risk multipliers when even the slight-
est thing goes wrong. A visit to the doctor or the ER might 
be a two-day walk – if you can walk. Terrain, weather, time 

and distance can make getting help difficult, or even impossible, 
if you have a medical problem. 

I believe when you go into the backcountry, you have a re-
sponsibility to have the skills and gear to return safely and under 
your own power. That being said, always, always, leave a trip 
plan with someone who can muster help if needed, especially if 
you go solo. A distress beacon, such as the SPOT Messenger, is a 
good idea too.

Being prepared for illness or injury should be part of your 
trip planning and your gear list. 

Here are few simple items to keep you on your trip, or to 
help get you out safely as circumstance dictates.

1) Prepare. First thing to do, on the back of your hunting 
or fishing license, write down your medical history, particular-
ly allergies, cardiac, respiratory or diabetic issues. Write down 
your medications with the dosages from the bottles. If you have 
a problem and have to send someone for help, give them your 

license to give to Search & Rescue. It will give them the basic 
information they need. Have everybody you hunt or fish with 
do the same. Make sure you have the gear to stay warm and dry, 
hydrated and fed, in case you get injured.

2) Carry a first aid kit. Bring the basics (I’ll give you some 
thoughts on this). You may not be a doctor, but know how to use 
what you have. Make sure you have several extra days’ supply of 
your home medications, i.e., five-day trip, seven days’ worth of 
meds.

3) Think and decide. Problems grow and multiply quickly in 
the backcountry. Time counts. Ask yourself: Can I handle this in-
jury/illness? Could it get worse? Can I handle that, too? Can I get 
out on my own? What resources do I have (equipment, people, 
communications)? Remember, help takes a long time, if you can 
get it. Heading home early is better than not getting home at all! 
Err on the side of safety. Decide and go.

The most common backcountry injuries are self-inflicted, so 
think about what you’re doing! The most common minor injuries 
are cuts, blisters, “bones,” bites and burns. Prep for these and you 
should be able to handle most of your wounds in the woods.

Backcountry Medicine
The Patch Kit by Michael Verville
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CUTS
In the backcountry we use a lot of sharp instruments: knives, axes, broadheads, fish hooks, etc. If you haven’t cut yourself on 

one of these objects, you will someday. Medical gallows humor says, “All bleeding stops, eventually.” With a cut or laceration, this is 
your first concern: STOP THE BLEEDING. There are two kinds of bleeding, arterial and venous. Arterial bleeding is life-threatening 
as a rule. Arteries are under pressure, and you can often see the pulsations of the heart in the bloodflow when they are cut. This can be 
stopped in the field only by direct pressure to the wound. Compression dressings and coagulants can help. Immobilization is mandato-
ry after the bleeding is controlled. With arterial bleeding, your trip is over. Get out and get medical help.

Venous bleeding (the other kind) is less serious, but you need all the blood you can keep. It can be controlled in the same way – 
pressure and dressings. Some venous bleeding can be profuse, especially on the face and head. It will almost always stop on its own, 
and is generally not life-threatening, 

Your second concern is to PREVENT INFECTION. The backcountry and its residents are full of bugs and bacteria. Clean the 
wound. Wash any minor wounds with soap and clean water, if you can. Lots of water! The secret to pollution is dilution. Use antibac-
terial ointment (such as Bacitracin) and cover the wound. 

The third concern is deep tissue injury. Wounds are either superficial or deep. If the cut is deep enough that you can see muscle, 
tendon or bone; if it is across a joint; or if you have loss of sensation past the wound, treat it as above and get to the ER pronto. Even 
a finger injury – if you would like to use that finger after you get home. 

Gear for wounds: I recommend carrying a Trauma Pak from Adventure Medical Kits. They’re very small and packable. They 
have dressings that are actually useful, and QuikClot, an anticoagulant – not a substitute for direct pressure, but very helpful. Also 
carry an assortment of fabric Band-Aids for the little stuff. The fabric type sticks the best. Last, bring two rolls of Veterinarian wrap. 
It’s a great non-adhesive stretch wrap that works in the cold and wet and borders on duct tape in terms of utility. You can get Vet wrap 
at feed stores or any place that 
serves the horse trade. Peel off 
four inches and twist the end 
before you put it in your pack, 
or you will never find the end 
with cold, “dumb” fingers.

BLISTERS
Besides bad food, nothing 

has caused more plain back-
country misery than blisters. 
Prevention is key! 

Prevention: Don’t wear new 
boots for a real trip and don’t 
wear day hikers with a heavy 
pack. Use Polypropylene or 
other wicking liner socks. Keep 
your feet dry. Duct tape your 
heels before you start if you are 
prone to blisters. And carry a 
blister kit. 

Treatment: Treat early. Hot 
spots are not going to get better, 
they’re going to grow up to be 
blisters. Do you “pop” a blister? 
Most providers say no, intact 
skin is the best barrier to infection. I say yes, and then use antibiotic ointment and tape to prevent further injury. In the backcountry 
you are walking, so it will eventually pop anyway. Apply some antibiotic ointment then put a small piece of duct tape, adhesive side 
out, smooth side over the ointment and blister. Then tape over the small piece, sticky side to sticky side, with more duct tape. You can 
also duct tape over a colloid bandage or Moleskin.

Blister Kit – Here’s what I carry:  Duct tape, Bacitracin ointment, Moleskin, and colloid pads (like Second Skin).

Mike Verville is a residency-trained surgical physician assistant and an advanced wilderness and expedition provider, and he is 
certified in Wilderness Advanced Life Support. Mike serves on the national board of BHA and is also treasurer of the New England 
Chapter. He lives in Brunswick, Maine.

instructional

Want to learn more useful skills? Check out our video series Backcountry College with Clay Hayes 
at backcountryhunters.org/index.php/skills/backcountry-college 

Subscribe to the YouTube channel to catch new episodes!
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BITES
It’s mostly the tiny teeth you have to worry about: snakes, 

ticks, bees and vermin insects, like here in the East, black flies 
(the State Bird of Maine), mosquitoes and no-see-ums.

1) Snakes – There are mostly pit vipers in this country: rat-
tlers, cottonmouths and copperheads in the South. DO NOT try to 
catch or kill the snake; you will just increase the chance of another 
bite. Symptoms appear more quickly and are more severe with 
increased envenomation. Treatment – Forget the “cut-and-suck” 
method, tourniquets, ice and the other ancient Boy Scout reme-
dies. Immobilize the bite site and try to keep it at heart level – not 
low, not high. Stay hydrated and get to medical help. Antivenom 
is what is going to save you.

2) Ticks – Check for ticks daily, on all body parts. Ticks carry 
bacteria that can cause problems after you get home. In the West, 
it’s Rocky Mountain spotted fever. In the East, Lyme disease. 

Treatment – Remove the tick slowly and gently to keep from 
leaving the head in the bite site. Antibiotic ointment might help, 
and it won’t hurt anything. See your doctor when you get home 
to check if the tick was embedded and any local reaction has 
occurred.

3) Bees – True bees leave a stinger with a small venom sack 
attached. Scrape over the sting with a dull blade to remove. Wasps 

can keep stinging, so kill ’em! A plaster of mud or baking soda does nothing to remove venom, but it has always made me feel 
better. If you receive multiple stings, Benadryl will help. If you are allergic, do not leave home without an EpiPen, and know how 
to use it. If you lead trips you might want to carry one. It can save a life.     

4) Vermin insects – They can make you miserable. DEET or Picaridin are the preventatives. Head nets and technical clothing 
help too. Treatment – Alcohol wipes and Benadryl will help with the itch.

BURNS
Hot stuff! Camp and cook fires, stoves, lanterns, boiling water. Most frequently burned are hands and faces. Burns are painful, 

destroy tissue, and have a high risk of infection. Large area burns, circumferential burns (all the way around a finger, for instance) or 
any facial burns are medical emergencies and require evacuation and hospital treatment. Only minor burns can be treated effectively 
in     the field.

Treatment – Immerse the burn for 30 minutes in cool water. Remove anything constrictive, like rings, as you can anticipate swell-
ing. Treat the pain with Ibuprofen. Aloe Vera cream is very helpful as an antiseptic and for reducing pain. Use antibiotic ointment after 
the burn is cooled, and cover all burns with dressings and possibly splinting if over a joint. 

BONES
Strains, sprains, fractures – the twisted ankle, the jammed finger, the broken wrist. Painful, but usually not life-threatening. Your 

goals are to minimize swelling and pain and prevent further injury. Serious injury to a lower extremity generally requires evacuation.
R.I.C.E. – rest, ice, compression, elevation. Any musculoskeletal injury will benefit from these interventions. Rest is easy, most 

times. Ice, not so much, unless you have snow or a cold stream. Compression – a boot, ace bandage or Vet wrap. Elevation – hold the 
injury above the level of the heart. All these are aimed at minimizing swelling.

Immobilization helps prevent further injury. Splints do the trick. Lots of the gear you already have can be used for splinting. You 
can make a splint out anything rigid – tent poles, hiking poles, arrows, etc. You should include the joint above and below the injury in 
your splint. It has to eliminate movement to be effective. Be careful not to make splints too tight and cut off circulation to extremities. 
Pad the splints at pressure points.

Fractures – If you think it’s broken, splint it and head home. With an ankle or foot injury, decide if you can walk. If so, lighten 
the load and go. If not, you are an evacuee. Leg fracture, you are an evacuee. Periodically check for sensation and the temperature of 
extremities past the fracture. Swelling can cut off circulation and cause big problems.

Gear for “bones” – Sam Splint. Every backpack should 
come with one! It’s a 4- to 6-inch-wide, foam-covered, bendable 
aluminum strip that rolls up small and weighs little. You can splint 
just about anything with it, including the neck. There are great 
instructional videos on their website. You can get Sam Splints 
from Internet medical supply houses or Amazon.com. Hold it in 
place with Vet wrap. 
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Call today for a free catalog or 
the location of a dealer near you.

1-800-232-6064
www.kenetrek.com

DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT ...

Simply the lightest, most supportive 
everyday comfort boots you’ll find.

You’ll wear them on the trail because they’re super light, 
durable and feel like your favorite tennis shoes … 

and you’ll wear them around town because you’ll 
never find anything that compares. Based on 
the comfort model of our popular Kenetrek 
Mountain Boots, our featherweight support 
system utilizes reinforced K ankle straps to tie 
the outsoles directly to the fortified uppers. 
Our next-level support-network eliminates the 
need for weighty comfort measures, leaving 
you with the perfect boot to race up a gnarly 
ridge or run errands around town, without 
giving your boots a second thought.      
      Jim Winjum,  Kenetrek Boots

BRIDGER RIDGE LIGHT HIKERS

I just wanted to say Thanks again for all the help and support over the years.  We are still making 
things happen in the hunting and fishing world on Ultimate Outdoor Adventures TV.  We kicked off 
our 13 season on TV and just finished up a 2014 archery antelope hunt in Wyoming... the weather, 
friends and antelope all cooperated for a great hunt.  Kenetrek boots are always a BIG part of our 
success... staying comfortable and dry while in the field allows us to concentrate on hunting and not 
on sore feet.  The entire team at Ultimate Outdoor Adventures TV would like to say “Thank You” for 
all the great products and outstanding customer service.
     Kurt Schirado,  Ultimate Outdoor Adventures TV
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We’re
Not Just 

Gatherers
Anymore
Outdoorswomen Panel Discussion

By Rachel VandeVoort

Tell me about one experience that stands out as influen-
tially shaping your life as a hunter or angler. The mem-
ory of one experience may come to mind quickly, or 
it may take some time to sift through your thoughts to 

find that one defining moment. Regardless, that question probably 
caused you pause and flooded your mind with countless memo-
ries. Your answer to that question will speak volumes of where 
you have been, where you are now, and where you will go in your 
life as a sportsman or sportswoman. I posed this as a preparatory 
question to the panelists of the 2015 BHA Rendezvous women’s 
panel discussion titled “We Aren’t Just Gatherers Anymore.”  

This year’s panel was composed of an amazing crew of di-
verse outdoorswomen: Heather Hodson, Yana Robertson, Hannah 
Ryan and Dr. Stacy Keogh spoke in turn on topics of their choice. 
Hodson, a nurse who struggled to catch a fish with a fly rod until 
a co-worker showed her the fly fishing ropes, is now the leader of 
“Spokane Women on the Fly” and spends her spare time intro-
ducing and facilitating fly fishing for dozens of women each year. 
Yana Robertson is a young woman raised in a traditional archery 
hunting family. She was inspired by her grandmother to follow 
her love for hunting, and is now a accomplished traditional bow 
“huntress” and works for a company that creates digital maps for 
hunting. Hannah Ryan came from deep hunting and fishing roots 
but turned her back on hunting and meat, only to be reacquainted 
with the lifestyle through the connection between hunting and 
conservation. She is now a professional in conservation commu-
nications and an advocate for mentorship in the outdoors (make 
sure to read her story “The Trout Goats” on page 26).

Panelist Dr. Stacy Keogh, professor of sociology at Whit-
worth University, has been researching why hunting is on the rise 
among women. Her extensive study found common themes of 
motivation. While she noticed that some women hunters partic-
ipate purely because they like the activity, like to provide food, 
or like the quality time it provides them with loved ones; others 
enjoy the empowerment from directly challenging gender norms 
and the attention that comes from being a woman involved in 

male-dominated sport. This is a fantastic reminder that everyone 
finds joy in common pursuits for different reasons. And, just be-
cause one woman – or man for that matter – hunts and fishes for 
different reasons than you, it does not mean they care less about 
many of our common beliefs.

Hodson relayed experiences she has had in introducing 
and including women in fly fishing. Women like to learn from, 
participate with, and be welcomed by other women, she said. It 
simply curbs the intimidation factor that many women face as a 
barrier when trying new activities, especially those dominated by 
men. Ryan and Robertson echoed this sentiment. Acknowledge 
that some women feel this way and find a way to move past it. 
And how can we do that? Create a sporting experience that will 
change their lives.

Directly and indirectly, the panelists demonstrated how cre-
ating defining moments is monumentally important. Just a single 
event often creates passion, and passion can create the energy 
that propels us through life. I talked with several attendees who 
were inspired to encourage, educate or mentor not just women, 
but men and youths to become active in the outdoors. That is how 
we will grow our army of people who care about our sporting 
heritage, the conservation of our wild places and everything that 
resides in them.  

After this year’s women’s panel, I feel even more energized 
to be a part of BHA because it is our members who work to pro-
tect the places where these defining moments happen for people 
like Heather, Yana, Hannah and Stacy. I am also glad BHA so 
enthusiastically welcomes and appreciates women as powerful 
voices for conservation, not to mention encourages all of us to 
share moments and inspire each other.

Rachel moderated the panel discussion on Saturday of the 
National Rendezvous. She is a fourth generation Montanan rais-
ing a fifth generation with her husband in Northwest Montana 
and is currently trade relations manager with Kimber Mfg. She is 
a BHA member. 

Left to right, Dr. Stacy Keogh, Heather Hodson, Yana Robertson, 
Hannah Ryan and Rachel VandeVoort discuss women in the outdoors.

Sam Lungren photo 
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end of the line

Idaho Steel
You catch dinner?” Travis shouted as I floated 

around the bend to find the three of them 
anchored in the drift boat, paying more 
attention to their IPAs than their nymph drifts. 

The Idaho sunshine was broken by roving, afternoon 
clouds and barely-budding cottonwoods overhead.

“Yeah, and dessert!” I hollered back, my tone more excited 
than I intended. 

“Two? Son of a…”
I yanked on my oars to eddy out and share a beer. About 6 

feet from the shore, my one-man-one-Labrador cataraft spun hard 
sideways as Moose vaulted from the cargo platform. I was braced 
for this; he’d pulled the same move the dozen or so times we had 
been within leaping distance of the bank that day. I guess a puppy 
floating a tasty river has to pee frequently. 

Again, I rowed back to the bank and pulled up. Moose had 
already done his business and found a suitable stick for me to 
toss, and my slowness in tossing it was clearly testing his nerves 
so I obliged. Then I hoisted my makeshift anchor line/stringer to 
show the guys the little three-pound hatchery steelhead I bush-
whacked a half mile upstream. Then I waded over to show off the 
blurry iPhone photo of the seven-pound native I released.

It’s anyone’s guess why I veered off down that little side 
channel, of all the little side channels, to find the only two 
steelhead of the day. A few pages back, you heard David James 
Duncan cite ancient Islamic texts to poetically elucidate why we 
fishermen make the irrational-yet-often-productive decisions we 
make. I’ve always just called it fishiness. But it does, somehow, 
seem that a force outside our conscious mind calls some of the 
shots. After all it was Sunday – and I was in church. 

The drift boat was too big to follow me down the river-left 
pour-over, and the mainstream riffle was too shallow for Adam 
to dig his oars and come help me with the net when I began 
shouting about having a fish on. The small hatchery hen came 
to hand quickly to be dispatched with a rock and strung up with 
the anchor line. The guys continued on downstream while I 
walked back up to drift the run again. A few casts later another 
fish grabbed, then sheared around the run for at least 10 minutes 
before I was able to grab the native buck’s tail and get the hook 
out of his face for a safe return to the river. 

The pair might have been sidling up to spawn soon, but I was 
happy to play Darwin. It amazes me the stamina and endurance 
Idaho native steelhead require to twice travel several hundred 
miles through the Columbia and the Snake rivers and pass seven 
enormous dams, with a several thousand-mile tour of the North 
Pacific in between. They don’t need their exceptional genetic 
code and instinctive road map polluted by factory-produced 
clones once they finally get home.

I bobbed along contentedly behind the drift boat the rest of 
the way, taking photos, sometimes fishing with my seven-weight 
between my knees to control my drift with the oars, sometimes 

just sipping beer and watching the mallards, geese and herons. 
It felt like I’d tagged out on a hunt. Our float ended just as what 
could reasonably be called daylight also ended. Perfect timing in 
my book. I dismantled and packed the cataraft in the roof box on 
my 4Runner and headed back to Montana. 

You’ve made it this far through this magazine, so you proba-
bly don’t need me to explain the therapeutic effects of catching a 
hard-won fish. I’d been pretty down the previous few weeks, but 
I came back invigorated to get this magazine done and print-
ed; to tell you about the great things our Backcountry Hunters 
& Anglers members are doing around the continent; about the 
excellent rendezvous we just threw in Spokane; and share a little 
stoke about wild rivers and wild fish. Most of all, I needed to get 
it done so I could leave to go steelheading again. I hope you’ve 
enjoyed this issue of Backcountry Journal.

Sam Lungren, editor

“

Even through the lens of a wet iPhone, spawning-phase native 
steelhead are easily the most beautiful creatures on Earth. 
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